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INTRODUCTION
A. Statement of the problem ;
This paper is a study of the purpose with which Mark
wrote the Second Gospel of our New Testament. Did he try to
report as simply and as aco\irately as possible the facts as
he knew them, or did he seek to interpret the facts in the
light of his own religious viewpoint? That is the question
which we seek to answer in this thesis. The analysis that is
to be made is definitely not a study of the sjmoptic problem,
nor is it even essentially an inquiry into Mark’s sources or
units of material. The examination will necessarily be re-
stricted to focus upon the aim with which the author composed
the Gospel.
B. Statement of sources ;
The initial insight and introduction into this problem
were gained in the year 1937-38 from the teaching of Profes-
sor William Jackson Lowstuter in courses in the Synoptic
Gospels at Boston University School of Theology. This stimu-
lation has been followed by research in the following li-
braries in the City of Boston; the Congregational Library,
the General Theological Library, the Boston Public Library,
and the Boston University College of Liberal Arte and School
of Theology Libraries. The fields of Biblical research and
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Early Church History have been carefully surveyed in an effort
to find data which might be related to the specific problem of
this thesis; hence, the bibliography appended, which is a list
of only those references actually used in the paper, in-
dicates but a fraction of the sources consulted in the
preparation.
C. Statement of method ;
The various aspects of the Gospel of Mark have occupied
the attention of so many writers in past years that it has
been felt necessary to present a summary of their conclusions
at the outset of this thesis. The problems connected with the
Second Gospel are so complex and broad in scope, however, that
it has been deemed imperative to discuss only those vitally
related to our phase of the subject. Having sketched briefly
as a background the testimonies to the Gospel given by the
Early Church writers and the positions taken by a number of
scholars of the past century on the priority and date of lilark,
its authorship, its place of writing, its sources, its orig-
inal language, and its recensions or editions, we shall pass
without debate to our immediate question.
We shall seek to present an analysis of the Gospel from
the point of view of its content and character, and in con-
clusion to infer from this evaluation the writer's purpose.
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DIVISION ONE
BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM
A. Early Church testimonies to the Gospel of Mark;
In sketching swiftly a survey of pertinent Markan prob-
lems as a setting for our investigation, let us turn first to
the testimonies of Early Church writers.
Although Clement of Rome, writing at the end of the
first century A. D.
,
brings us sayings in which both Mark and
Matthew agree, he has no references to Mark of which we can
be sure.^
Coming down into the second century, we find that Igna-
tius wrote passages which have been thought to echo Mark
2
viii. 38 and ix. 43. Polycarp, Bishop of Smyrna, in writing
3
to the Phlllppians, appears to allude to Mark lx. 35 and
4
perhaps also to Maxk xiv. 38. Hermas, also writing in t he
1. Thomas Niool, The Four Gospels in the Earliest Church
History
, p. 805.
2. Epistle to the Ephesians , xvi. 2, Epistle to the Smyr-
naeans
.
x. 8, in J. H. Srawley, The Epistles of St. Igna-
tius. Bishop of Antioch
, pp. 48, 99; Niool, op. cit ..
pp. 204-205.
3. Epistle to the Philipplans
,
v. 2, in Horace E. Hall, The
Two Epistles of Clement to the Corinthians, The Epistle
of Polycarp to the Philippians, The Teaching of the Twelve
Apostles, p. Ill; Vincent H. Stanton, The Gospels as His-
tbrioal Documents
, vol. 1, pp. 3, 17, 27.
4. Ibid . . vii, 2, in Hall, op. cit .. p. 113; Nicol, op. cit .
.
p. 204.
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first half of the same oentiiry, has, in addition to parallels
with both Mark and Matthew and both Mark and Luke, unique
parallels with Mark iv. 34,^ vi, 52 and viii. 17, ^ and ix*
50 .^
Papias, Bishop of Hierapolis in Phrygia shortly before
the middle of the second century, gives the famous testimony
which he attributes to John the Presbyter:
And the Presbyter used to say this, 'Mark became
Peter's interpreter and wrote accurately all that
he remembered, not, Indeed, in order, of the things
said or done by the Lord. For he had not heard the
Lord, nor had he followed him, but later on, as I
said, followed Peter, who used to give teaching as
necessity demanded but not making as it were, an
arrangement of the Lord's oracles, so that Mark
did nothing wrong in this writing down single points
as he remembered them* For to one thing he gave
attention, to leave out nothing of what he had
heard and to make no false statements of them*' 4
The Dldache
.
composed the early part or middle of the
5
same century, has a parallel with Mark xli* 30, 31* Justin
Martyr referred also at about this time to the Oospel of Mark
1. Fifth Similitude, ili* 1,2, in C. Taylor, The Shepherd of
Hermas
.
vol* 2, p* 24; Stanton, op* cit *
«
vol* 1, pp* 467
7S-74*
2* Twelfth Mandate, Iv* 4, in 0. Taylor, op* cit *. vol* 1,
p. 161; Stanton, loov cit ,
3. Third Vision, ix* 2 and xii* 3, in C* Taylor, op* cit *,
vol* 1, pp, 90-91, 96; Stanton, loc* cit *
4* Quoted by Pamphilis Eusebius, The Eoclssiastloal History ,
III. xxxix* 15, translated by Kirsopp Lake, vol. 1, p, 297.
5* Didache
. 1:2-5, in Hall, op* olt *
,
p, 125; Stanton, op *
cit *
,
vol* 1, p* 71*
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as Peter*s ”Memoir8*”^ About three-fourths of the way through
the second century, the Grospel was used by Tatlan, who made a
2
harmony of the Gospels in Syriac.
Irenaeus, who had lived in Rome and was Bishop of Lyons,
echoed the testimony of Papias,'^ adding, however, data about
the date of the composition of the Gospel*
Now Matthew published among the Hebrews a
written gospel also in their own tongue, while
Peter and Paul were preaching in Rome and found-
ing the Church. But after their death Mark also,
the disciple and interpreter of Peter, himself
handed down to us in writing the things which
were preached by Peter, and Luke also, who was
a follower of Paul, put down in a book the gos-
pel which was preached by him. 4
Likewise from the last quarter of the second century
comes the Muratorian Fragment discovered in the eighteenth
century. Mutilated at its beginning, it opens thus in the
middle of a statement about the writer of the Second Gospel:
1. Dialogue with Trypho , ovi. 3, in A. Lukyn Williams, Justin
kartyr: The Dialo^e with Trypho
, p. 221; Nicol, op. clt .
.
p. 185.
2. J. Hamlyn Hill, The Earliest Life of Christ Ever Compiled
from the Four Gospels. Being ihe piatessaron of Tatian. pp»
^Vff.; A. E. J. Rawlinson. "Gospel of Mark.* in Encyclo-
paedia Britemnlca
. 1929, vol. 14, p. 909b.
3. Adversus Haereses
. III. 1. 1, in F. R. Montgomery Hitchcock,
The Treatise of Irenaeus of Lugdunum Against the Heresies.
vol. 1, p, 83; Rawllnson, op. olt.. pp. 909b-910a. I
4. Quoted by Eusebius, op. cit . , V. viii. 2, 3; vol. 1, p.
455.
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"... quibustamen interfuit et itaposuit."^ Allan Menzies has
translated this "... among whom he was, and so he set it
2down." Joseph Barber Llghtfoot has translated it as follows:
3
"At which however he was present, and so he set them down."
The Grospel of Peter , a docetio document probably from the same
4
period, is said to have used the Grospel of Mark.
In the opening and early part of the third century there
came several testimonies. Tertullian defended the synoptic
tradition in the following words:
Of the apostles, therefore, John and Matthew first
instil faith into us; whilst of apostolic men, Luke
and Mark renew it afterwards that which Mark
published may be affirmed to be Peter* s, whose inter-
preter Mark was, 5
Clement of Alexandria contradicted Irenaeus* statement about
the date of the writing of the Gospel:
While Peter was preaching openly at Rome in the
presence of certain knights of Caesar, and put-
ting forth much evidence to Christ, Mark, the
follower of Peter, wrote at their request the
Gospel which is called * according to Mark* out




2. The Earliest Gospel
, pp. 44-45.
3. Essays on the Work Entitled Supernatural Religion
, p. 189.




IV. 2. 5, IV. 5. 9, in Peter Holmes,
The Five Books of Quintus Sept. Flor. Tertullianus Against
Marcion, pp. 180, 187.
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of those things which were said by Peter, in
order that they might be able to commit to mem-
ory what was told, just as Luke is recognised
to have described with his pen the Acts of the
Apostles, and to have translated Paul’s letter
to the Hebrews, 1
Eusebius reproduces as follows this testimony of Clement:
And again in the same books Clement has imited
a tradition of the primitive elders with regard to
the order of the Gospels as follows* He said that
those Gospels were first written which include the
genealogies, but that the Gospel according to Mark
came into being in this manner: When Peter had
publicly preached the word at Rome, and by the Spirit
had proclaimed the Gospel, that those present, who
were many, exhorted Mark, as one who had followed
him for a long time and remembered what had been
spoken, to make a record of what was said; and that
he did this, and distributed the Gospel among those
that asked him* And that when the matter came to
Peter's knowledge he neither strongly forbade it
nor urged it forward* 2
Hippolytus, a church writer who lived in Rome, referred to a
"Gospel to Mark" in placing "Mark of the maimed finger" along-
3
side Paul as an authoritative writer* Origen, in the first
of his commentaries on Matthew, in neiming the only four gospels
he knew, spoke of: "Secondly, that according to Mark, who
wrote it in accordance with Peter's instructions, whom also
4
Peter acknowledged as his son in the catholic epistle."
1. 1 Peter , v, 13, as quoted by Kirsopp Lake and Silva Lake,
An Introduction to the New Testament
, p, 277.
2. Op. cit *, VI. xiv. 5-7a; vol. 2, pp. 49, 51.
3* Philosophumena
, VII. 30. 1-2, in F. Legge, translator,
Phllosophumena
, vol* 2, pp* 87-88.
4* Quoted by Eusebius, op* cit *
.
VI. xxv. 5; vol* 2, p* 75.
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Eusebius, Bishop of Caesarea who lived in the latter half
of the third century and the first half of the fourth, places
the writing of Mark‘s Gospel in the third year of the reign of
the Emperor Claudius, that is, in A. D* 43*^
But a great light shone on the minds of the
hearers of Peter, so that they were not satisfied
with a single hearing or with the unwritten teaching
of the divine proclamation, but with every kind of
exhortation besought Mark, whose Gospel is extant,
seeing that he was Peter ‘s follower, to leave them
a written statement of the teaching given them
verbally, nor did they cease until they had per-
suaded him, and so became the cause of the Scrip-
ture called the Gospel according to Mark. And
they say that the Apostle, knowing by the revela-
tion of the spirit to him what had been done, was
pleased at their zeal, and ratified the scripture
for study in the churches. Clement quotes the
story in the sixth book of the Hypotypos es
.
and
the bishop of Hierapolis, named Papias, confirms
him. He also says that Peter mentions Mark in
his first Epistle, and that he composed this in
Rome Itself, which they say that he himself indi-
cates, referring to the city metaphorically as
Babylon, in the words, *the elect one in Babylon
greets you, and Marcus my son.
'
They say that this Mark was the firat to be
sent to preach in Egypt the Gospel which he had
also put into writing, and was the first to estab-
lish churches in Alexandria Itself. 2
Eusebius dates thus this Alexandrian tradition: "In the eighth
year of the reign of Nero Annianus was the first after Mark the
Evangelist to receive charge of the diocese of Alexandria."^
Chronicle , acc. to S. D. F. Salmond, St. Mark
. 1902, p. 26.
2. Ecclesiastical History
. II. xv. Ib-xvi. 1; vol. 1,
pp. 143—145.
3* « II. xxiv.; vol. 1, p. 179.
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9Eplphanius, Bishop of Gonatantla who was horn early in
the foiirth century and died early in the fifth, reiterated the
concept of a Markan mission to Egypt:
But immediately after Matthew, Mark, having become
an attendant of the holy Peter in Rome, had commit-
ted to him the task of setting forth the Gospel.
Having completed his work, he was sent by the holy
Peter into the country of the Egyptians* 1
Jerome, writing perhaps a few years latep-, said in his
Letter t o Hedibia that Paul had '*Titus as interpreter, as al-
so the blessed Peter had Mark, whose Gospel was composed, Pe-
2
ter narrating and he writing*" In Catalogue of lllustrloua
Men he also held the position of Clement and Eusebius:
Mark, the disciple and Interpreter of Peter, wrote
a brief Gospel, at the request of the brethren in
Rome, in accordance with what he had heard related
by Peter* This Gospel, when it was read over to
Peter, was approved of and published by his author-
ity, to be read in the churches* 3
Finally we have the evaluation of Augustine, Bishop of
Hippo in North Africa at about the same period* After dis-
cussing Matthew, Augustine says:
Mark follows him closely, and looks like his atten-
dant and epitomizer. For in his narrative he gives
nothing in concert with John apart from the others;
by himself separately, he has little to record; in
1. Panarion , or Drugchest . as quoted by Salmond, op* oit ..
pp* 43-44.
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conjunction with Luke, as distinguished from the
rest, he has still less; hut in concord with Mat-
thew,. he has a very large number of passages. Much,
too, he narrates in words almost numerically and
identically the seune as those used by Matthew, where
the agreement is either with that evangelist alone,
j
or with him in conjunction with the rest. 1 !
The early Church, viewing Mark thus as an abridger, did i
not value Mark highly. This arose perhaps from the fact that
the sections in Mark not paralleled by Matthew or Luke com-
prise but a twentieth of the Second Gospel.* Although it ap-
|
peared in the most ancient versions Old Latin, Syriac, and
Egyptian -— of the New Testament and in the early lists of tlici
canonical books of both the Eastern and Western branches of thei
3
Church, yet Mark was not relatively highly regarded or atten-
ii
tively studied. There are manuscripts of the Gospels in which I
it stands fourth.^ Victor of Antioch, fifth-century compiler
5
and editor of the earliest known commentary on Mark, com-
plained that although Matthew and John had attracted a number
of expositors and Luke a few, there was no commentary on the
gSecond Gospel of which he knew.
1. De Consensu Evangelistar\3m . I. 2. 5, in William Findlay and
8. D. F. Salmond7 translators respectively. The Sermon on
the Mount and The Harmony of the Evangelists , p. i48l
2. Niool, op. oit ». p. 180.
3. J. Vernon Bartlet, St. Mark, p. 4.
4. Rawlinson, op. cit./ p. 909b.
5. Ibid
. ; Henry B. Swete, The Gospel According to St. Mark ,
pp. OXiV-pOXV.
6. Swete, op. cit .. p. xxxiv.
I

About 1915 there were said to be about five thousand ex-
tant manuscripts and fragments of the Greek New Testament,^
and only about thirteen hundred containing all or a part of
Mark.^ The acceptance given the Second Gospel by the Ch\irch
may also be seen in its use in the Book of Common Prayer : of
the passages selected for use on Sundays and holy days, thir-
ty-three are taken from Matthew, five from Mark, twenty-seven
from Luke, and twenty-five from John (the texts for Sundays
only are twenty from Matthew, two from Mark, seventeen from
Luke, and fifteen from John).^
B* Modern criticism of the Gospel of Mark :
We have seen that from the second or third century on —
from about the time of Clement of Alexandria —
,
Matthew was
regarded as the earliest, or at least the most primitive, doc-
ument, and that Mark was looked upon merely as an abbreviator
of lesser value.
The nineteenth century saw a great awakening of Markan
criticism. Carl Lachmann in Studien und Kritiken for 1835
1. Agnes S. Lewis, Light on the Four Gospels from the Sinai
Palimpsest
, p. 12; and Charles F« Sitierly. ¥lie flandn^
Text, and Manuscripts of the New Testament
, p. 39,
2. Willoughby Charles Allen, The Gospel According to St, Mark ,
p. 39.
3. Robert Henry Lightfoot, History and Interpretation in the
Gospels
, p, 2n.
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noted that Matthew and Luke presuppose Mark's order of pre-
sentation of material.^ This opened the door for a definite
statement of a new concept, the priority of Mark, and in 1838
that note was sounded by both Christian Herman Weisse® and
Christian Gottlob Wilke. ^ In 1845 one who signed himself
i
j|
"Philosophotos Aletheias” replied in favor of Mark's extract ior
from Matthew and Luke.^ Ferdinand Christian Baur supported the
the latter, the traditional position in 1847.^ Seven years
later Adolf Hilgenfeld declared the order to be Matthew, Mark,
Luke.^ A steady stream of supporters, however, appeared to
establish as a basic assumption of study the priority of Mark:
' Edward Reuse (1842),*^ A. Ritschl (1850),® H. Ewald (1850),^
I
A. Reville (1862),^^ and H. J. Holtzmann (1863).^^
1. Ibid . , pp. 7-10; and J. Wellhausen, Elnleitung in die drei
ersten Evangelien
.
p. 43; according to Francis Crawford
Burkitt. The (iroipel History and Its Transmission
, pp. 37-38.
2. Die Evangelische Geschichte krltiech und philosophisch
bearbeitet. 2 vols.
.
according to Albert Schweitzer. Tbe
Quest of the Historical Jesus , translated by W. Montgomery,
1910, pp. 121-124.




^ • Die Evangelien. ihr gelst, ihre Verfasser, und ihr Ver-
h^ltnis zu eln^der; according to Ibid.
,
p. 124n.
5* Krtttsche Untersuchungen hber die kanonischen Evangelien,
according to ibid., p. 124.
6. Die Evangel ien , according to ibid
. g
' 7. Die Greschichte der heiligen Schriften des Neun Testaments
>
according to ibid .
I
8. Die Entsteh^-ing der al'^lgathon schen Kirche, according to
ibid .
9. Die drei ersten Evangelien
.
according to ibid .
10. fetudee critiques eur I'Evangile selon St. Matthieu, ac-
cording to ibid.
11. Die synoptlschen Evangelien
,
according to ibid .
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Although there have been occasional recalcritrants, this prin-
ciple has now become firmly fixed in synoptic research. As
recently as 1922 it has been held by H. G. Jameson that Mark
was formed out of Matthew^ and by W. Lockton that it was ex-
tracted from Luke,^ but these opinions are the exception. The
reasons for affirming Mark’s priority have been summarized dur-
ing the past generation by Carl S. Patton,^ Burnett H. Street-
er,^ and Vincent Taylor.^
Following upon this groundwork the date of the writing of
Mark has been variously assigned to the decades immediately
preceding and to that following the Fall of Jerusalem in A. D.
70. This general consensus does not pay much heed to such ex-
treme deviators as W. C. Allen, who thinks A. D. 44-49 to be
the most likely time;® nor to Gustaf Adolf van den Bergh van
Eysinga, who holds that the Second Grospel was written after the
7
First; nor to P. L. Couchoud, who, believing that Mark read
0
Hermas, pleads for a date after A. D. 135. Adolf von Harnack
1. In The Origin of the Synoptic Gospels
.
Oxford, 1922, ac-
cording to A. H. McNeile. An Introduction to the New Tes-
tament
. p. 50.
2. In Church Quarterly Review
.
July, 1922, according to ibid .
3. Sources of the Synoptic Gospels
, pp. 13-16.
4. The Four Gospels
, pp. 157-169.
5. The Gospels: A Short Introduction , second edition (1933),
pp. 49-53.
6. Op. cit .
.
pp. 4-6; cf. the Eusebius tradition, footnote 5,
page 7, thesis.
7. La Litt4rature Chretienne Primitive
, p. 52.
8.
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places the composition of the G-ospel in the sixth decade at
the latest,^ Those men who would place it at A* D. 60-70 in-
clude the following: Bartlet,^ Burkitt,^ Orello Cone,^ Fred-
5 6 7 8
eriok C. Grant, McNeile, Arthur S. Peake, Plummer, Raw-
linson,^ James Hardy Ropes, ^^Salraond,^^8treeter,^^Swete,^^
14 15
Taylor, and Johannes Weiss, Menzies splits the line, say-
ing that if the date is not before A. D. 70, it is not long
after that year*^® The following men have placed the date of
1
7
writing in the eighth decade; Benjamin W* Bacon, B. Harvie
Branscomb,^® Edgar J, Goodspeed,^^ Adolf Jtllicher,^® James
1. New Testament Studies IV: The Date of the Acts and of the
Synoptic Gospels
,
translated by J, R, Wilkinson, pp. 126,
133.
2. Op. cit ., pp. 41-42.
3. Earliest Sources of the Life of Jesus , p. 86.
4. Gospeller i tic ism and Historical Christianity
, p. 172.
5. The Growili of the Gospels, p. 34.
6. Op. cit . , pp. 2^31.




9. St. Mark , pp. xvi, xxix-xxx.
10. The Apostolic Age in the Light of Modem Criticism , ed. of
1921, p. 22*/.
11. Op. Pit ., pp. 25-87.
12. Op. Pit . , p. 499.
13. Op. cit ., pp. xxxix-xl.
14. Op. cit’. , 58-59.
15. Tne History of Primitive Christianity
, completed after the
author *e death by Rudolf knopf, translated by friends and
edited by Grant, vol. 2, p. 655.
16. Op. cit . , pp. 39-40.
17. ^e Beginnings of Gospel Story , pp. xxxi-xxxiii,
18. The Gospel of Mark , pp. xix-xxxi. xxxvii.
19. An Introduction to the New Testament
, pp. 147-148.
20. An Introduction to the New Testameni
. pp. 323-324.
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Moffatt,^ Claude G. Montefiore,^ F. Nioolardot,^ Otto Pflei-
derer,^ Ernest F. Scott, ^ and G. Volkmar.®
Having surveyed the conclusions of a variety of writers
concerning the priority and date of the Second Gospel, let us
turn now to the problem of its authorship. Although Henry J.
Cadbury has sounded the warning that Marcus is the commonest
Latin name and that Christian tradition tends to bring into
coalescence all persons in the New Testament of the same name,*^
the majority of scholars believe that we are dealing with just
one John Mark.® Allen, ^ Bartlet,^^ Branscomb,^ Burkitt,^®
Maurice Jones, Pfleiderer,^*^ Plummer,^® Rawlinson,^® Sal-
mond,^*^ Stanton (with reservations concerning interpolations
1. An Introduction to the Literature of the New Testament,
pp".'‘5i§', S2?'.
2. The Synoptic Gospels , vol. 1, pp. xxiii, xli. ^





vol. 8, p. 96.
5. Tlie Literature of the New Testament
, pp. 56-57.
6. According to J-ttlicher, op. dt . . p. 324.
7. The Making of Luke-Acts , p. 86.
8. Acts xii. iS, xii. 4; Mark xiv. 51; Acts xii. 25, xiii. 4-
13, XV. 37; Col. iv. 10; Acts xv. 39; Col. iv. 10; Philemon
23; I Peter v. 13; II Timothy iv. 11.
9. ’•Gospels,” in D^ctionary of the Apostolic Church , edited by
James Hastings, vol. 1, p. 475b,
10. The Gospel of Mark
, pp. xxxi-xxxviii,
11. Op. cit .
.
p. 85.
18. Maurice Jones, The Four Gospels: Their Literary History
and SpEClal Characteristics , pp. ^1-84.
13. Op. cit .
,
vol. 2. p. ^6.
14. Op. cit ., pp. xv-xviii,
15. Op. cit . pp. xvi, xxx-xxxi.
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and revisions), Taylor,^ B. Weiss, ^ and Arthur Wright,^ all
agree in assigning the authorship of the Gospel to Mark.
4
Lightfoot says the author may or may not have been this Mark.
Grotius, Schleiermacher
,
and others have distinguished two
men by this naime in the records.^ Montefiore likewise cannot
bring all the references to focus on one John Mark; he regards
c
the Gospel as an anonymous compilation. It has been held
that it was a written Roman report to the Roman legate of Sy-
ria.*^ The general consensus of opinions is, however, clear
and not cancelled by the few dissenting opinions set forth.
The question as to the place where the Gospel was written
finds students agreeing and disagreeing in just about the same
measure as upon Mark's authorship. We quote first the skepti-
cal statement of Moffatt: " beyond the vague inferences
which may be drawn from his connection with Peter and the lat-
ter's connection with Rome, there is no evidence, internal or
external, to suggest the church for which, or the place at
which, the Gospel was composed."® It has been assigned by
qAllen to Palestine, and Wellhausen leans toward Jerusalem in
1* Op* Pit .
.
p. xii.
2. A Manuel of Introduction to the New Testament
,
translated
by A. J. K. Davidson, vol. 2, pp. 256-262.
3. The Composition of the Gospels
, pp. 18-20.
4. Lightfoot, op. cit .t p. xii.






7. Martin, Earliest Gospel Writings as Political Documents
,
pp. 424-43^^^
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particular.^ G. C. Storr of Tlibingeii preferred Antioch,^ and
Birks pointed to Caesarea.^ St. Chrysostom inferred^from EJuse-
bius* statement^®' that the Gospel had been written in Egypt.
A. Loisy and Montefiore have said that perhaps it was Rorae;'"^
Ropes has taken about the same position.® Harnack has said
7that a final revision of Mark may have been done in that city.
Despite Jttlicher’s statement that it “still remains a mere hy-
pothesis,"® a majority of men have taken the stand for a Roman
9 in
origin. This group includes Bacon, Bergh van Eysinga,*^^
Branscomb,^^ Oone,^^ Goodspeed,^® MoNeile,^^ Plummer,^® Raw-
linson,^® Salmond,^*^ William Sanday,^® Streeter, Swete,^®









p. 86, according to ibid . , p. 80.
4. According to Rawlinson, "Gospel of Mark , " in Encyclopedia
Britannica
. p. 910a.
4a. The Ecclesiastical History
. II. xvi. 1.
5. Op. cit .. pp. xli-xlli.




8. 6p. cit .
.
pp. 388-383.













14. Op. cit .. pp. 36-37.
15. Op. cii .
.
p. 30.
16. Op. cit .
.




18. "The Conditions under which the Gospels were written, their
bearing upon some difficulties of the Synoptic Problem,"
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and Taylor.
The sources and units of material which go to make up the
Gospel have been the subject of long and varied research, de-
bate, and reconstruction. We can but siaamarize here some of
the suggestions that have been put forward.
The Petrine tradition is found in Mark by many, despite I
Lightfoot’s caution that the Papias tradition may perhaps be
2
understood as arising from apologetic motives, and despite
the fact that a mass of material associated with Peter has
surrlved {1 and ^ Peter . a Gospel according to Peter , the
- y
Preaching of Peter , and books of the Acts of Peter ) . Allen
finds that Peter’s teaching is in Mark, suggesting that Mark
and Cl, the saylngs-source common to Matthew and Luke, may per-
4haps have been two recensions of the Petrine tradition. B\jr-
kltt, who finds no evidence in the Second Gospel, except in
chapter 13, of previous written sources, believes Peter to
have been Mark’s main, though not only, source.^ Goodspeed,
who finds in Mark neither Q nor what he terms the ”Oral Gos-
pel'Vusad by Paul, finds o\jr Gospel coning near to being Pa-
6 T
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«, p. xlin*






Jtlliclier regards Mark as a collector of varied sources, but
as dependent mainly upon Peter. ^ Lake contends that any one
looking simply at the New Testament itself would guess that
Mark had Paul as his source, and that precisely because it
contradicts this impression, the Christian tradition about
Peter’s influence is to be trusted. ^ T. W. Manson supports
this tradition, regarding the Gospel as containing evidence of
the record of an eye-witness. 3 h. C. H. Von Soden thinks that
Mark used Petrine material, but makes the reservation that a
later editor added from other sources.^ Wright speaks in terms
of Peter's memoirs.^
Branscomb looks back, not to direct Petrine remiscences,
but to an indirect heritage through short, written documents
and oral tradition.® Nicolardot comes out in a definite denial
that Mark was either an eye-witness himself or a disciple of
Peter.
In 1864 B. Weiss laid the groundwork for investigating
the relations of Mark to Q when he suggested a fundamental
"Apostolic Source," or "Original Gospel," for all three synop-
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5. Op. cit .
.
pp. 14-18, 21-24.
6. Op. cit . pp. xxii-xxvi.
7. Op. cit . pp, 298-300,
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common source he did not, however, mean that this necessarily
involved the actual copying of Burton Scott Easton, who
finds that Mark used small tradition cycles, written or oral,
also finds a use of Others who believe that Mark was de-
pendent on Q include Nicolardot,^ Patton,^ and A. Resch;^
Streeter says that Mark wrote to supplement Q, using it to a
limited extent, mutilating and conflating the sayings in quot-
ing from memory.® Wernle similarly finds a small use of Q by
Mark.
Harnack has a concept of indirect relationship with Q,
that is, ac(juaintance with but not actual use of it.® Monte-
fiore finds evidence of sources which may have been written
in Aramaic and which Matthew and Luke may have known, perhaps





2. Christ in the Gospels , pp. 3-4, 18-20.
3. Op. cit .. p. 215.
4. Qp. cit . pp. 235-236.




6. "The Literary Evolution of the Gk)spels," in William Sanday’s
Oxford Studies in the Synoptic Problem
, pp. 216-220; "St.




7. According to Patton, op. cit .. p. 234.
8. Ibid .
.
p. 234; George D. Castor, Matthew* s Sayings of
Jesus; the Non-Markan Common Source of Matthew and Luke.
pp. 189-207.
9. Op. cit . pp. 26-27.
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With this latter statement Arthur Temple Cadoux takes
issue, holding this idea to be dubious because it is based
upon the assumption that the summarizing phrases could not
have been in the sources.^ Others who deny the use of Q by
2 3
Mark include Castor; J. M. Crum, who says they agree "be-
cause they are trustworthy" and differ "because they are4-5 fi 7independent;" Holdsworth; M. J. Lagrange; Plummer;'
Stanton;® and Wellhausen, who, although saying that between
9
Mark and Q, "independence is not to be thought of," holds
that the latter is dependent upon the former.^®
To conclude our survey of the relation of Mark to the
Petrine tradition and to Q, we turn to those students who find
evidence of dependence on both those sources. Bartlet calls
MV
the Petrine form of the oral tradition in Mark "X "; he also
terms another stratum of tradition present—"X®"; and since
he denies that Q was a written document, it might be identi-
2 11fied with his "X Bacon, who reconstructs from Q a
The Sources of the Second Gtospel
, p. 13.
2. Op. Cit .
.
pp. 189-S07.
3. Tne Original Jerusalem Grospel
. pp. 167-190.
4. Ibid ., p. 190.
5. Op. pit ., pp. 109-111.




Op. Pit . PP. 13-14.
0P« bit . pp. xviii-xxl.
0P» pit . pp. 109-112.
9. Acc. to Patton, op. cit .. p. 234.
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source ”8*', says Mark used the Lukan form of it and also
Petrine discourses;^ in 1925 he said Mark used Q sparingly,
with the object of getting data for his account of Jesus;^
but in 1927 he concluded that Mark omitted out of ignorance,
not out of design.^ Cone found the writer of our Grospel to
have had Peter as one of his sources and to have been
familiar with Q, though perhaps not dependent upon it.^ Grant
in a rather detailed analysis finds Mark's sources to be Q,
the Petrine tradition, the "Little Apocalypse," (chapter 13)
a source of controversies which he calls "C," a body of anti-
Jewish polemics providing order and sequence for long sections
of the Gospel, some narrative material lacking a Petrine
5
touch, and some legendary sources. Pfleiderer speaks of
Peter's oral tradition and an Aramaic common source of all
6
three synoptists and which contained the "Little Apocalypse."
Rawlinson says that the very fact that the Gospel originated
7in Rome would identify it with Peter; he further holds that




2. jne ^spel of Mark; Its Composition and Date , p. 318.
3. Irlie 3-hory of J^sus and the Beginning of th^Church
, pp. 172-
laO.
4. Op. cit .. pp. 161-166.
5. Op. cit .. pp. 127, 129-135, 143-148.
6. Op. cit .. pp. 91-95.
7. "Gospel of Mark" in Encyclopedia Britannica, Vol. 14, p.
910a.
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lo tmiooOE ^Id xo\ QtrJi snl^tog tooido arij xf^lw
^oociicnsfc Stjo bet&lmo ^X!M b^ttiLoaioo od VSGI ni d-i/cT
oS IbcgcO xuo lo 'xe^XTST 9 ilcJ- Jdxh/o^ anoO -lo ^xro ton
cTP9d f)VEd ot baa BeouJOB atd ^o aoo ae tro^l’o^ svsr'
drnjJxO "\it iiccif tiwbned^b ton Bqsdxoq d^i'odt x/^XX.t:us^
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readers to be familiar with it.^
Salmond finds evidence of Peter’s discourses; perhaps a
written source for chapters 6, 13, and the beginning of 14;
2
and possibly Q in a few passages, especially in chapter 13.
I Sanday says Mark used Peter’s preaching ajid oral tradition;
whether he used a written document is an open question, says
this critic, though holding that Q was used somewlat. Scott
regarding the Gospel as a combination of several earlier
documents, finds both Petrine and Q elements; he notices
particularly a falling-off of the aut optic character in
,
those parte of the narrative at which Pgter was not present,
J, Weiss in 1903 found the Gospel to be composed of material
i'
I,
derived from Peter, “controversial and pedagogic dialogues"
I
recorded by disciples, four sections characteristic of Q,
^ further sayings of Jesus, and legendary and secondary mater-
ial.
In addition to these sources, a special source or
sources for chapter 13, “Little Apocalypse," has been felt
necessary by many men, Colani in 1864 was the first to sug-







3. > pp* 13,
4. Op, cit ,
. pp, 57-9. Die ‘alteste Evangelium,
5. Easton, op, cit ,. pp, 9-10;/acc, to Rawllnson, op. cit ,,
p, xli.
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Bacon 'oelieves thata short Jewish Christian Apocalypse.^
the nucleus of the apocalypse may he dated A*D. 40, that
Paul in his Thessalonian epistles represented a form adopted
after the assassination of Gains in 4i; , and that chapter
13 in Mark represents a second modification.^ Burkitt looks
upon it as a fly-sheet from which the eschatological chapter
at the end of the Didache was derived; this is the only part
of Mark for which he finds evidence of a previously written
source.^ H, Dodd agrees that this chapter appears to he
4
an independent composition. Grant places its origin in
A, D. 66, two years before his date for the compilation of
5
the Gospel itself. Holdsworth, though denying that Mark
usually shows a tendency to conflate, believes that in
chapter 13 the writer has woven two discourses into his
0
Gospel. Eduard Meyer finds the apocalypse to he a writing
having nothing to do with the historical JeSus, hut rather,
7
a tract created by the oldest Christian community. Moffatt
calls this passage a flyleaf from the seventh decade, listing
1. Acc. to Taylor, op. cit .. p. 57.
2. The Gospel of Mark: its Composition and Date, p. 319.
3. 6p. cit .. pp. 63-M.






Qp» cit .. pp. 11^-113.
7. Ursprung und Anfange dee Christentums
.
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as authorities who support him in attributing it to a
Palestinian Jewish Christian the following: Colani, F. Ernest
> Renan, Hausrath, Holtzmann, Keim, Paul Wemle, Wendt,
and Stanton,^ Taylor finds Jewish Christian apocal 3rpse in
verses 7-8, 14-80, and 24-27; he dates this as coming
from the seventh decade from a prophet who warned Christians
to make just such a withdrawal as they did across the Jordan
2
to Pella when Jerusalem was menaced. N. P. Williams admits
that we deal here with an apocalypse, but questions whether
we can know that it existed as a separate document and that
3
Jesus could not have uttered these words.
There remain to be mentioned several other source-
theories which have been proposed but have not been widely
accepted. Bergh van Eysinga says that Mark and Matthew had
4
as a common source the Grospel to the Hebrews . Cadoux finds
three distinct and recoverable sources present, “The Pales-
tinian Gospel,” ”The Gospel of the Dispersion,” and ”The
5Gentile Gospel.” Couchoud finds Mark to be dependent
If
upon Polybius, Hermas, and the Didaohe
. Eduard Meyer
QP« Pit ., pp. 207-209.
2. Eusebius, The Ecclesiastical History « III. v. 3; vol. 1,
pp. 199-201.





5. Op. cit .. pp. 3S-40, 41, 59, 82.
6. f pp* 86—37.
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believes he can trace two sources, “Zwolferquelle” and
“Jungerquelle; ” in addition he maintains there were sepaxate
sources for Mark vi. 30 to viii. 86 and for chapter 13.^
W, M. F. Petrie has mechanically divided the material into
what he believes constitute six classes of documents: (l)
what he calls the ’’Nucleus,” the triple tradition preserved
in identical order by each synoptist, constituting two-fifths
of the Gospel of Mark; (2) episodes occurring in two gospels
in the same relation to the Nucleus; (3) episodes in the
same relation to each other but inserted at different parts
of the structure by the synoptists; (4) episodes from a
document which has been scattered in the same order but
widely separated; (5) units of material, perhaps from oral
tradition, scattered in a different order in each gospel;
2
and (6) the single tradition* ' Emil Wendling, although ad-
mitting that a Petrine tradition is present,^ declared in
1905 that the writer* ’’governed by dogmatic theories,” had
unskilfully combined two sources, one of terse statements,
and one of wonder-stories,^
Following upon the authorship, origin, and sources.
1. Acc. to Rowlingson, op, cit .
, p, 282.
2. Wm, Petrie, The Growth of the Gospels as shown by
Structural Criticism , pp, 14-17, 81.
3. Acc. to Stanton, op,* cit
, ,
pp,' 172-173.
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the related problem of the original language of the Gospel
naturally arises, Allen says that it was simply a translation
of an Areimaic original; he attributes the approximately one
hundred and fifty uses of the historic present tense to the
translation of Aramaic participles.^ F* Blass contends
that the first part of Acts is based upon an Aramaic continu-
ation of his Gospel by Mark, and that accordingly Mark*s
2
earlier work must also have been in Aramaic. C. F* Burney
was also among those holding the Gospel to be a translation
2from Aramaic. The Second Gospel* s language has been called
"translation Greek" by Lagrange, and a "virtual translation"
4by J, H. Moulton, 0. 0. Torrey argues for Aramaic originals
c;
for all four Gospels.*' Wellhausen believes Mark to be largely
g
a translation from one or more Aramaic doc\iments. Lake
says it may be a translation from Aramaic, but he leans more
7toward viewing it as a composition from Greek sources.
o
Montefiore says it may have been Greek from the outset.
1. Op. cit . , pp. 893, 295-299.
2. Philology of the Gospels , chapter xi, according to
Pfleiderer, op. cit ., p. 41.
3. According to Lake, op. cit ., pp. 8-9.
4. According to Rawlinson, op. cit . , p. xxxiii.
5. According to McNeile, op. cit ., p. 42.
6. According to Bacon, Is Mark a Roman Gospel ? p. 49.
7* Op. cit .. pp, 8-9,
8. Op. cit .
.
p, xxxiii.
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McNeile points out that there is no early tradition that Mark
1 ”is a translation, and Julicher calls the idea that a Hebrew
or Aramaic document underlies the Second Oospel "conspicu-
2
ously ill-judged.” Rawlinson says: ’‘It is, in fact, the
Greek written by a Jew who was an imperfect Greek scholar,
and who habitually thought in Aramaic. But it is not, as
3
Greek, a translation from the Aramaic....” Paul W.
Schmiedel reiterates that Mark as we have it is definitely
not a translation.^ Other men who affirm that our Gtospel was
written in Greek and not as a mere translation are Baconf
Moffatt,^ Plummer,*^ Salmond,® Stanton,^ Swete,^^ Taylor,
13
and Theodore Zahn.
As the last Markan problem which we shall discuss in
this division of the paper, vie turn now to the question of the








3. Rawlinson, op. cit .. pp. xxxiii-xxxiv.
4. "Gospels, Historical and Synthetical,” in T. K. Cheyne
and J. Sutherland Black, Encyclopedia Biblica, vol. II,
1870-3, 1891.
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aroiuid whicli the debate revolves are matters of structure,
literary style, theological tendency, and the variations of
Matthew and Luke with Mark.
Let us first consider theories of an Urmarcus, that is,
of an edition of Mark, earlier than our present one, which
earlier edition is said to have been used by Matthew and Luke.
Moffatt identifies an Urmarcus with the Papias tradition;^
he lists as his supporters in this stand 8. Davidson, J. Ernest
Renan, Schleiermaoher, Scholten, von Soden, and Wendt.^
Defenders of this hypothesis with or without reference to
H
the Papias tradition have been Credner, Kostlin, Loisy,
A. Reville, Reuse, Schmiedel, and J. Weiss. ^ Montefiore
also believes that either an Urmarcus or one of Mark*s
sources was written in Aramaic at the middle of the first
4
century. Moffatt, P. Ewald, Reuse, von Soden, J. Weiss,
and Wendling believe that the Urmarcus was shorter than
5 6
our Mark# Weizsacker concurs with this view. That
there is a variety of opinion about this theory is shown by
1. Op# cit #. pp. 226-227.
2# According to Moffattr., op# cit #
,
p, 192#
3. According to ibid., p. 192n.
QP« cit #. p. xxiii.
5# Moffatt, op. cit #. pp. 192-193.
6. According to B* Weiss, op# cit #. vol# 2, pp. 249-250.
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Schenk el, R^ille,the fact that, in contrast, Holtzmann,
2
and Weisse have held that the earlier document was the
larger, Torrey’s early Aramaic original is likewise postu-
3
lated as larger than our Gospel. Crum has in effect an
Urmarcus theory when he finds two authors, Mark I, a simple,
straightforward writer, and Mark II, an editor and amplifier,^
M. Goguel also supposes a Mark I and II in an effort to
explain Luke*e "Great Omission" of Mark vi. 45 to viii, 36,
hut this critic says that both Mark I and Mark II are by
5
the same author. George A, Barton similarly says that
Mark composed the first edition of his Gospel ca, 50-51 for
use in missions founded by Barnabas and himself, and that he
published a second edition ca. 68-70, probably in Rome,
0
adding vi. 46 to viii. 86 and a few scattered verses. Bacon
denies the Urmarcus theory in the sense that Matthew and
Luke used significantly different versions from the canonical
Mark, but does believe that our Mark shows evidence of
7
several stages of stratification. William W. Holdsworth
1, According to ibid .
.
pp, 249-350.
2, According to Moffatt, op. cit .
.
p. 192.
3, According to Donald W. Riddle, "Aramaic Gospels and the
Synoptic Problem, " Journal of Biblical Literature , 1935,
3; 127-138.
4, J. M. C, Crum, St. Markus Gospel; TwQ Stages of its Making ,
pp. 1-3, 65-81.
5, Rowlingson, op. cit .. p. 129.
6, The Apostolic Age and the New Testament
, pp. 62-64, 114-115
147-148 .
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likewise rejects a standard Urmarcua view, but finds evidences123
of recensions in the G-ospel, McNelle, Rawlinson, and
Stanton^ lean still further from the Urmarcua hypothesis,
although detecting indications of minor interpolations and
revisions. Positive rejections of the theory are registered
by Burkitt;^ Cadoux;^ Jullcher, who ways it rests not upon
a study of Mark itself, but upon a desire for an easier solu-
tion of the synoptic problem;*^ Patton;® Plummer Sand^;^^
1 T
and B, Weiss*
Over against this conception of an earlier form of Mark
stands the hypothesis of later editions of the Gospel. McNelle
12
is confident that it has been “touched up” in later years.
Sanday says that both Matthew and Luke used a later edition
13







2* Od. clt • • pp* 50-54 .
3. Od. clt. pp. xxxvl-xxxviii.
4. Op, clt. p. 180,
5. QJBjl. clt. pp. 40-42, 58-62.
6:* Od. p. 12.
7. Od. cit.. p. 326.
8. Od. clt
. ^ pp. 88 -96 ,
9. c it * * p. xxi.
10 . OD 4, cit.
» p. 21,
11 • cit.
, pp . 249-251 ,
12
. Od,, cit.
, pp . 54-55 .
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Wilke likewise believed there had been later editions,^ Sir
J. C. Hawkins and W. Soltau, however, opposed this general
2 3
idea, allowing but slight exceptions. Pfleiderer and
Renan, ^ agreed that the Gospel did not undergo any later ex-
pansion except in its ending.
In addition to these explanations, several theories of
three recensions have appeared. Wilhelm Bussmann has sug-
gested the theory of (1) G, the "Geschichtsquelle , ” used
by Luke; (2) B, an edition of G by Galilean; and (3) E, our
Mark, a recension by a Roman Christian.® Rather similar to
this presentation is that of Arthur Wright, who has en-
visioned (1) a Proto-Mark, preserved in Luke; (2) a Leutero-
Mark, preserved in Matthew; and (3) a Trito-Mark, our
present Mark. Wendling's theory, set forth by him in 1905
in his Urmarcus and later amplified in his Die Entstehung
des Marcusevangeliums
,
sets up recensions by three writers:
fl) Ml, a terse, straightforward writer, a historian; (2)
M2 an imaginative writer adding miracle-stories; and (3) M3
7
or Ev, a doctrinal writer, a theologian. Patton, in making
B. vol. 2.
1. Acc. to/Weiss, op . c it . , /p . 249.
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7. Acc. to Norman P. Williams, ”A Recent Theory of the Origin
of St. Mark's Gospel," in Sanday, op. cit ., pp. 390-402.
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a vocabulary analysis, finds a lack of any proof of this
hypothesis.^ John E. Symes says that structural difficulties
which bother Wendling can be solved by remembering that Mark
used several sources, and goes on to say in reference to the
style of writing:
Obviously Mark may have been a man able to
narrate a simple incident simply, and yet with
some thing of the poet and something of the
theologian in him. There is therefore no
necessity to attribute the different character-
istics to different authors...,
^
N. P. Williams likewise says that there is no necessity for
postulating different authors, that different subjects would
require different treatment by the same author, and that
doublets are to be expected unless we are to regard every
3
saying and event of Jesus’ life as unique. He goes on to
set forth his own theory of recensions: (l) The present
Gospel without the ’’Great Interpolation” and without chapter
13, compiled perhaps by John Mark; (2) the present Gospel
with chapter 13 but not the ”(jreat Interpolation," which
form Luke is said to have used; and (3) the present Gospel
4
as it stands, used by Matthew.
Qp» cit .. pp* 77-87.
2. Tne Evolution of the NeW TpStament
. p. 217.
3. Op. cit .. pp. 405-420.
loid
. . pp. 420-421.
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In the face of all these complex hypotheses, a note of
simplicity has "been struck by Goodspeed, who says Mark looks
like a primitive, unrevised document,^ and by Ropes, who
says that it is "widely held that we have in our possession
2
substantially the book which Mark wrote."
Looking back over the swift survey we have made of these
Markan problems, we find tha^t many advances have been made
in the past century in the study of this Gospel. W© have
seen the priority of the Sgcond Gospel recognized and the
document itself dated by most students as coming from either
the decade preceding or that following the Fall of Jerusalem
in A. D. 70. The authorship of John Mark has been observed
to be generally eigreed upon. The question of sources is
not so simple; some kind of relationship of Mark to the
Petrine tradition has generally been affirmed; the use of an
apocalyptic source for chapter 13 has been suggested by quite
a number of men; conclusions have been more varied concern-
ing the use of oral tradition, small iinits or cycles of
material, and Q and other documents. Despite the suggestions
of a group holding that the Gospel was written originally in
Aramaic, the consensus of the majority may be said to point
0P» cit «. p. 137,
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to Greek, The problem of possible editions has many con-
flicting hypotheses of an earlier Mark, of a later Mark, of
three recensions, and of simply one edition. It is not the
purpose of this paper to enter into debate of these various
Markan questions summarized here. We have presented this
survey rather as a laying of an essential foundation, a
necessary background, for the specific research with which
we now proceed.
-noo '{Hfcn a/j/( anoilits jlcfisyoc io cieXcfoiq affi .:(ae'iv
lio 'Io&hI a >0 «2fTr.‘u 'xeilxsa n*? lo Qeaail^oq^tri jniitoiXi
arfd” tO£r at j-I .ncli-ltie ano vlqjnXa Tto baa ^eaciarraoo'i aairf/
Qtsvt'zrv eaarid- lo a^Bcfa;? oinir Ta^ae o-J- leo^q aXdit ?o-'eBoqrruc
aXilt batneoetc avBil 9W ..Texf basiiA^xa encXtaax/p aesf'XBil
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DIVISION TWO
ANALYSIS OF THE GOSPEL
A, Content;
What kind of a presentation of mterial do we have in
the Gospel of Mark?
Although the recognition of the priority of the Second
Gospel led the way in the nineteenth century to a high
evaluation of the outline presented therein of the life of
JeSus, this general \inity of organization has been attacked
by a number of students in the past two generations. In
1390 Wright branded Mark as a catechist effecting little
more than an obvious attempt at chronology.^ The following
year Cone pronounced the Gospel as "tolerably” free from
2
legends, though not an account in chronological order. In
1905 Wellhausen said:
The single scenes are often told in a life-
like style without essential additions and reflec-
tions, but they stand for the most part as a mere
collection of disconnected anecdotes.
3
Albert Schweitzer in 1910 found a lack of real connection
1. Op. cit .. pp. 15-18, 21-34.
2. Op. cit .. pp. 322-323.
3. Einleitung in die drei ersten Evangeljen
. p. 51, quoted by
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in the account Nine years later Karl Ludwig Schmidt,
although admitting the integrity of such blocks of material
as Mark i. 23-38 and chapters 14-16, held that Mark tried
roughly to effect some continuity out of a mass of inde-
pendent unite of material which, except for some specific
anchorages to particular settings, gave no basis for a real
2
chronology* It was probably in 1919 and 1921 that M*
Dibeliue and R* Bultmann likewise held the Gospel to be
a stringing together of disconnected units* *’ That same year
4
Shirley Jackson Cgse called the Gospel a “literary mosaic."
Likewise in 1927 .Cadbury, while admitting that the document
has a primitive artlessness about it, yet called it an
"artificial" arrangement by place, time, and logical as-
5
sociation* In 1934 Ropes held that the sense of movement
we find in the record is not due to a real chronology, but
is rather an inference from the stringing together of
6localized incidents. In the Bampton Lectures at Oxford for
1934, Lightfoot indicated that he found possible confirmation
l. Op. cit .
.
pp. 351b. acc. to Taylor, op* cit .
,
p* 66.
2. The Frame of the Story of Jesus, acc. to Easton, op* cit.
. PP* 22-23.
3* Acc* to Taylor, op* cit *. p* 66*
4. Jesus, acc. to ibid
. , p* 67n*
^P» cit .. pp, 77-85, 90-94.
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of this view in H. St. John Thackeray’s statement that the
dramatic present tense, which is used about 150 times in
liark,^ is used in Greek literature chiefly with verbs of
motion, and that its use in the Gospel may be, not a vivid
means of portrayal, but a device for introducing new scenes
in the story. ^ Tv/o years later Rawlinson, in the fourth
.edition of his St. Mark , reiterated that the hypothesis of
a reliable Markan outline had broken down, pointing out
particularly that there is no mention of a oublic visit to
Jerusalem intimated in Luke xiii. 34-35. In 1938 Scott
seems to have recanted his earlier position. In 1926 he
said;
When ciosely analysed, the Gospel loses the
semblance of continuity which is thrown over it
by these devices (( transition tools )), and be-
comes little more than a collection of stray epi-
sodes. Efforts have been made to discover a plan
in the construction of the narrative, but beyond a
certain point they break down. The author does
not appear to have formed for himself a clear con-
ception of the motives which determined Jesus'
action* .But while the narrative is thus loosely
coordinated, the events appear to follow each other
in proper sequence. ... It can only be concluded that
somehow he was in closer touch with the facts than
the other writers. Along with the separate
anecdotes, he has received some good tradition as
1. Of. footnote 1, p. 27, thesis.
2. The Septuagint and Jewish Worship
, pp. 20-22, acc. to
Light foot, pp. 41-42.
3. Pp. xix-xxl.
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to the general course of Jesus’ ministry, and he
has arranged the various details within this frame-
work.^
In his newest book. The Validity of the Gospel Hecord
,
Scott
has, however, declared that while Mark did exercise great
care in the task, anyone could rearrange the incidents in as
good an order as the ijivangelist did; Scott points to the
fact that Matthew and luke made departures from his order as
evidence that they thought it was simply a matter of judg-
ment.^
A somewhat higher evaluation comes from Grant, who finds







but also partly chronological.^ Moffatt simi-
larly says that the general scheme of the Gospel is clear,
4
although the arrangement is often topical.
Mark's order has not been without defenders. Bacon,
although finding the Gospel more or less of a miscellaneous
collection of sayings and events,^ contends that the
structure is yet historical, not because Mark was primarily
concerned with accuracy, but because in having planned a
comprehensive record he partially adapted the material to a
1. Op . clt
.
, pp. 61-62.
2. The Validity of the Gospel Record
, pp. 182-184.
3. Op. clt ., pp. 104-165.
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BB tofiio eiri a(di1i eaiwtTfanfof) ofaua ejlaj haa ifo/iJ'lef! d’Bfid' d’nfji
-'sbui Ic Ted’d'cfff e 7:IqaiB Lmt J"! txis>jOdj 'ioriJ’ d^criJ’ oofiot’iv’e
.‘iron
Bfini^ cd7r.,fnarQ noT'i eor.oo act^E:jUiye Tori^iri J’Bj'rancB A
,el
.
rwjgb'xcaA ©i1oiXdocE "~oyi Xo& tdao XeqaoO^ ortd
-X.'jiB ^.XuoiTioXcnc'iila X-Ci^XBq ceX^.^’ -^tid , —coiqol
."CBeXo bX XonfBoO ©riJ’ T:o emofioB X-Xf fioia efld" dadX TiXiaX
• i.olxoX fieX'to bI vtrforje?4XJttXXH eriX fl''triorid‘Xi!
.noodfi .eiobnedeb XrjcdXi?? flood ‘on xomc c'-tXc:..
f:tJ06 fl«i looiXflB fl "io ceeX lo etoii Xecroot' eflX fi^flodXXa
orix Xalt Br» ^frtoo ^.eXitOTe bni^ ‘to doitoeXIiiO
’^XXTi-tXT oev iioL! oBiiBc.od ton
,
lijotxc >Erfl et t xn-J’osJxXa
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general outline of Jesus* ministry.^ Burkltli is well known for
his support of the manner in which he says Mark arranged in
! sequence for the first time the stories available; Biorkltt
says the Gospel is a historical document because it is self-
ccnslstent, explains how the Christian society came into exis-
' tence, and fits in with the otherwise known facta of contem-
3
i| porary history. Cadoux, point out that those who are sus-
picious of the rest of the Gospel generally do admit that
the Passion Narrative has been built upon some framework,
contends that the earlier part of the book has no more dls-
orepanoies, doublets, and “seams" than chapters 11 to 16;
he says that Mark li. 1 to ill. 6 would naturally lead
toward the Passion Narrative; he asks whether that latter
portion of the Gospel would be of much use without some
Introductory narrative; he finds Mark 11 to x to be a his-
torical order not equalled by Luke x to xvll; and he main-
tains that if in chapters 11 to x Mark had been merely
supplying a framework for isolated units of tradition, he
could have done it in a manner which would have avoided
4
many of the much discussed discrepancies* Replying to
1. Ibid ., p. 129.
2. Op. Pit ., p, 87.
3. Pit
., pp. 65-66, 76-77, 101-104.
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Schmidt, C. H. Dodd finds a thread of inner connection run-
ning through the Gospel, a thread similar to the presentation
of Jesus in Acts x and xiii, and says Mark "may be regarded
as an expanded form of what we may call the historical
section of the kerygma ;^ although Rawlinson finds it un-
likely that a . chronological outline of Jesus’ life would
2have been preserved by the church, Dodd believes Mark had
at his disposal (1) isolated units of material, (2) larger
blocks or complexes of material, and (3) an outline of the
3
whole ministry. T. W. Manson finds in the oecond Gospel a
consistent presentation of Jesus’ teaching in very much like
4
the original order. Taylor likewise notes an orderly ar-
5
rangement of material.
Thus we see two schools of thought as to the content
of the Gospel of Mark: one group denies that the writer did
more than compile in a rather loose arrangement a mass of
unrelated data which was presented to him, and the second
set of men affirming that Mark was able to effect a generally
1. The Apostolic Preaching and Its Development
,
p. 104;
’*The .framework of the Gospel narrative," Expository Times,
vol. xliii, ITo. 9, pp. 396-400.









vol. xliii, llo. 9, pp. 396-400.
0p» Q^*!^ ** PP* 156-157.
5. Op. cit
., pp. 61-62.
i3Olj'O60nC'C locrrrJ. 'to- ^ abnll ‘^bo'. .0 ,^‘DilCI1f^c
0oi;^8J‘aneo1^^ oJ* beetrlt a .lecteor
®cJ 3/ieW e\iee 6n«‘ LtoA ni awset,
iBOi T:t tteid IXcy ow lie aifcl 6 to 60etT>:fo ne sa
-C0 Bbni^ floe-ailwsK dsiJCd^Xs floltoea
uX^O'vY oil 1 *3066^ 1^0 sniX^wo £boX 7' ^ Xcnc*iu o . B ^Xo^XX
Q2d BBVttLod bXo*^ ^.rlo-inxlo bev't&esiqr x»€>od
le^BTsX (3) .lai'reJ’iW xo 3 &icct fte^Blcci (i) letccfaib etfi Xb
orfJ 'io o0tXT«o cfo (£) bna , lAXietain lo BQxeXTffifoo lo e:iuo£<5
ii Xb-TRO-0 uncoe- o/iJ" riX e5cX^ ^ICfclfrl^ .T \ v;'ti'nini£D eCOii’sr
83iiX Jlojja vitr at Tja^S^o.-eJ- 'euu©!, lo rc ^^oa©X'T tntXrit^aoo
A^XlO^lVi iJB 80-tOtf GiiX^OlltJC *tOX*482 .'t6b^0 XBalQlaC Ofi^
’^. BltoXai *1:0 tcecaxysaei
d-nt lnou ertJ’ ol eu *.w ^ let (job owt ooe •>.’; caiir
6tB -xo^ti’.T e.lX BeXiteb crop’s!) ;:ttc!4 ^:o te'TEcl ariX Ic
Ic HKiiKi B t0eii€.*^D iTiB a&ocl j cl &Xt<Ti300 aadt oion
bncot-8 ©fit brre .iritf! OT be^.r^^ce'c/t esti rlt,.triw e&Bb beJ^eLciitu
\:£I^•^bOG'ri 8 tocT:^© ot elds bb’.t iititi texit rte:i to toe
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orderly and progressive development of the facts. Wherein
does the truth lie, and what conclusion to be drawn is per-
tinent to the specific research with which we are engaged?
May not the reasonable inference to be drawn consist of
perceiving the truth in both positions? On the one hand,
we must guard ourselves from the plight of picking the
Gospel to pieces in a manner entirely beyond the spirit and
method of the original writer. It is in this vein that
Marcus Dods bids us heed the warning which Amiel uttered
in another sphere;
There is a way of killing truth by truths. Under
the pretense that we want to study it more in de-
tail we pulverize the statue. It is an absurdity
of which our pedantry is constantly guilty.^
On the other hand, we must be equally on the defense against
that false brand of scholarship which tries to over-simplify
the study by not admitting or facing real problems. True
devotion in study consists, not in a "safe," over-pious
approach, but in as near a search for the truth as we can
attain. In the case at hand, the most balanced conclusion
appears to be that Mark confronted data, some of which was
reasonably organized and some of which came as isolated
units, and that he organized it on the basis of the material
1. Journal
.
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and according to some knowledge or source of an outline of
Jesus* ministry. Authorities have both doubted and believed
I
In this arrangement. May there not be admitted to be basis
for both contentions? This will become more clear as In
succeeding pages we take up an examination of the character
of various passages of the G-ospel, As we approach that
analysis let us be ready fairly to recognize that a reason-
able outline may be said to be presented, but also tiiat
there are various units of material which the writer could
not verify or place In his narrative with the greatest of
accuracy.
This discussion Is quite pertinent to the question of
our paper, for since we conclude that the book does contain
material organized In a form Indicating an attempt at orderly
presentation, we thereby Imply that there must have been
some purpose In the process. What was the author’s aim?
That Is the query we shall keep In mind as we now proceed to an
analysis of the character of his work.
B. Character:
As we launch upon an examination of the character of
the G-ospel account, we must, of course, set up some basis or
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When a profane historian finds before him a
historical document which testifies to the worship
of a hero unknown to other sources, he attaches
first and foremost importance to those features
which cannot be deduced merely from the fact of
this worship, and he does so on the simple and
sufficient ground that they would not be found in
this source unless the author had met with them as
fixed data of tradition. The same fundamental prin-
ciple may safely be applied in the case of the
gospels, for they also are all of them written by
worshippers of Jesus..,. If we discover any such
points— even if only a few—they guarantee not only
their own contents, but also much more. Por in that
case one may also hold as credible all else which
agrees in character with them, and is in other
respects not open to suspicion. Indeed the
thoroughly disinterested historian must recognize
it as his duty to investigate the grounds for this
so great reverence for himself which Jesus was able
to call forth; and he will then, first and foremost,
find himself led to recognize as true the two great
facts that Jesus had compassion for the multitude and
that he preached with power, not as the scribes.
(Mt. ix. 36, vii. E9).^
Dods takes issue with Schmiedel, holding that we do not ap-
ply such a touchstone to the study of heroes in general,
pointing out that on such a standard we would be more im-
pressed by records of such details as ITapoleon's moustache
and shoes than by those of such accomplishments as his
2power over men. Dods suggests that we must seek for the facts
which account for the worship, and he puts forward this
criterion: Is Jesus set forth as* the self-authenticating
1. "Gospels; Historical and Synthetical," Encyclonaedia Biblica.
vol. II, pp. 187E-1873.
E, Op. clt
., pp. 205-206,
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xevealer of God that he is claimed to be? There is truth in
the suggestions of both of these critics* Perhaps we can best
sift each unit of the account for reporting and for interpretr-
ing by asking ourselves the question: Taking into considera-
the whole of our experience in life, including all the informa*
tion we can glean from all other sources about Jesus and the
situation in which he found himself, does this acco\int coher-
ently fit into our experience in a manner which leads us to
,
say that it sounds like Jesus? If this standard of evaluation
I
sounds subjective, it at least has the virtue of recognizing
I
frankly that the personal element enters into every judgment*
We proceed now to sketch swiftly the significance of
various passages in the Gospel which may help us to determine
the purpose of the writer*
I The first eleven verses of the first chapter introduce
Jesus dashingly into the center of a scene focussed upon him-
self* Lightfoot has departed from the Westcott and Hort text
to include i* 12-13 in this prologue, noting a heightened theo-
2logical effect in this arrangement* Be that as it may, the
passage already has a distinctly Christological tone: Jesus
is presented as the Son of God* Holdsworth finds the use of
3
the term “gospel,” i* 1, secondary. Such a position is not.
1* Ibid*
2* Op* cit *
,
pp* 61-66*
3* Op* cit * , pp* 122-123*
aJt 3i eie/lT ire<i bs»fliJsIo ai sri tsd-f lo lolsevoi
^aatf ciBo dw aqfjilxer .aoJtJixo aeeilt \o li^rocT lo anoJt^eassjLfQ
'lol ^aid"XvCQT 'xcl: tniiOOojQ &di &ism do£9 d-tJta
-£ielilaaoo o;fnJt raiifcT tflol^eoup odd* ag»vXEj8X]jc ^<S
-ijiBTO’lnl ari;^ IXs pGllju'XoaX ,0111 ni ftofc^ixecxo ixro ^o aXodw orit
etlj“ Pn/5 ot/a9l» ^irocTs S'^ozi/Oh xod&o IXa aiox'J: njeaX^ xiGO 9?? aoit
-lodoo :fai;ooo« bXxIJ- eeob ^^Xf^aicid Lrjfol od doidv ai aoX^JBr^Xs
o^ ai; BJb£9X doiriff ina/usm is nl eorroXxeqxa two o3-nl tn '^Xd'no
coXiejt/r^vt? ^0 brabrste Bld^ 11 TeraoL adiX BbswoB it iBdi \ss
^XsXflgoobx esjtitv sdi ajsn toziaX fs Ji tQvitoetdua abni-.'oa
*^no(!\v,hul vxeve otut axs^ne ^naaole XBflcaxoq edt &ad;f yl^laeil
lo eojzBontce^lB 6d& ^X^^iwa dc^e^ls ot wcg Laaooxq eW
ecini'xe^eb ot au qled dvtdw XoqatC adt at ae^jBeaflq aaotiav
»xoSlTTf adsf lo aBOifXXjq odt
eoaboiiiit xoi-rado J-aiX^ eds lo B^axer ncTsIa oriT
-Mid floqjj boaai'ool emoa b lo laittBO adt otal ai-aaT^
ixBt ^ton bnc tS-oo^eaW erii moxi bc^xrqoJb SBri tooltd^td .^Xae
— baiia^ri^Xed jq siJlX^’on^^^ii^'oXoxq aXdtf cl EX—SX ,1 ofcx/XonX
od^ St na ^Bdt aB .Jn^c.ajjiTBixa aldi- at tootle I"oi^oX
BtroeT, toned* Xaoi^oXodsXiifO ^WoaXdPJtl) a ajsri Tfbaoxla agaaenc
^0 ofu adt Bbntt tfd’XOwabXoH .f>oX> lo no8 odd on bedni evxq at
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however, necessary, for it was not till the second century that
the terra came to refer to a dociament,^ and in its use here it
2
has been translated “good news” by Symes, and “missionary
preaching” by J. Weiss. ^ The omission of a description of
Jesus* personal background or appearance supports J. Weiss*
and Ropes* statements that we are not here reading a biography.^
The focussing of the narrative dramatically upon Jesus in i.
7 to 8 might be said to be mere interpretation by the writer;
however, although Allen, Barnes, Burton, Reville, and von
Soden do not include this tradition in Q, Barth, Harnack,
Holtzmann, Moffatt, Roehrich, Stanton, B. Weiss, Wellhausen,
5
Wendt, and Wernle do find it to be vouched for by that source.
Hawkins and J. Weiss find Matthew iii. 12 and Luke iii. 17 in
0
Q,, but not Matthew iii. 11 and Luke iii. 16. Branscomb says
that while Mark gave John the appearance of prophesying the
coming of Jesus, the Baptist, as presented by Matthew and
Luke, probably expected a supernatural figure more like that
7
of Jewish apocalyptic writings. In i. 10 to 11, however, the
blessing of God is bestowed upon the Son in a rather extra--
ordinary manner; it is just such accounts as this that lead
1. Branscomb, op. cit .
.
pp. 5-6.
2. Op. cit .
.
pp. 214-215.
3* 0p> cit .. vol. 2, pp. 687-688.
2, p. 699; Ropes, op. cit ., pp. 5-10.
5. Moffatt, op. cit ., pp. 197-202.
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Rawlinson to call. Mark a frank supernaturalist The element
I
of wonder and providential blessing is continued in i. 13. In
this opening section, then, we have seen, not the introduction
to the biography of a mere religious teacher, but the proclema-
i
tlon of the "good news” of the auspicious coming of the son of
j
G-od.
In Mark 1. 12 (or 1, l4) to ill. 6 we see Jesus beginning
his ministry in Galilee, the only definite point mentioned
^
being Capernaum. We see him calling four disciples, 1. 16 to
i
20, the accoimt of which seems, as J. Weiss suggests,^ to be
written from the fishermen’ s point of view; healing and preaehj--
I
'
ing, 1. 21 to 1. 45; and encountering controversy with the
Jewish authorities, 11. 1 to ill. 6. 1. 22 has been attacked
3
as obvious interpretation. Barnes and Roehrlch might possibly
be said to find support for it in Q, but its presence in that
source is overwhelmingly denied by Allen, Barth, Burton, Har-
nack, Hawkins, Holtzmann, Moffatt, Reville, Stanton, von Soden,
h
B. Weiss, J. Weiss, Wellhausen, Wendt, and Wernle. This
testimony does not prove, of course, that the passage was not
a part of the tradition which Mark received. What we may say
is that, regardless of the origin of the statement, it appears
I
1. "Gospel of Mark," p. 911
•
2. As noted by K. L. Schmidt, Per Rahmen der Geschichte Jesu .
p. 44, according to Taylor, op. clt .. p. 6ln.
3. A. J. Starr, "The Meaning of Authority in Mark 1. 22,"
I
Harvard Theological Review . October, 1930, pp. 302-305.
! 4. Moffatt. OP. cit .. pp, 197 -202 .
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to be a description of Jesus which Markv favored. We get here
an indication of the readers for whom the Gospel was intended,
and thus an intimation of the purpose with which it was writ-
ten. “Mark does not give any examples at this point of His
authoritative teaching. He seems to assume that his readers
are familiar with it.“^ The controversies section, ii. 1 to
iii. 6, has been thought to represent an earlier source or
docximent inserted here at a point in advance of its proper
2
position in the narrative* Moffatt says that iii. 22 to 30
3
belongs after vii. 23. Be these matters of structure as they
may, the significant point for us is that, as a foil to Jesus*
and Christianity's break with Judaism, the section is, as Branff*
4
comb says, “integral to the plan of the Gospel."
In iii. 7 to vii. 23 Mark presents to us an expanding
ministry eind growing popularity. One of the best evidences we
have in the entire Gospel of Mark's fidelity to what he be-
lieved was the truth is found in ill. 20-21. It is a tribute
to this writer that he is the only Evangelist to record this
aspersion oast upon Jesus. It might be argued that this is
done to heighten the effect of Jesus' being misunderstood, but
such a contention is rather dubious, for such an editorializa-
tion would run the risk of raising more questions than it
1. Branscomb, op. cit .. p. 29.
2. Ibid .
.
p. 41; Moffatt, op. cit *, p. 231.




answered. Tlie kingdom-parables in chapter iv. have attrs.cted
much attention. They are rather commonly and rather logically
said to have been gathered together topically by the writer and
1
inserted more or less according to convenience. Bacon further
contends that they are here arranged to form an ant i-JudaiStic
2
section, Mark iv. 10 to 25 has long been a problem of schol-
arship. We are here dealing with an exsimple of what has been
regarded by some as a tendency on the part of Mark to construe
Jesus* Messiahship as a secret, a mystery progressively re-
3
vealed only to the select. Such an interpretative tendency
4 5
has been connected with both healings and teachings, William
Wrede in 1901 contended that Jesus had never claimed to be the
Messiah, and that Mark had superimposed upon the material pre-
6
sented to him a theory of a Messianic secret. Taylor prefers
the term reserve to secret ; “Especially striking is the note
of reserve with which the idea of the Son of mam is put for-
7
ward, " Crum thinks he has solved the problem by pinning it
8
on to his Mark II. Stanton, however, says “the mystery of the
1. Donald W, Riddle, "Majk iv. 1 to 34; the Evolution of a Gos-
pel Source,” Journal of Biblical Literature , vol. 56 (1937),
pp. 77ff,
2.
, PP • 211, 213—215.
3# Li giltfoot, op, cit., pp. 66-74,
4. Mark i, 25, 34, 43ff
. ; iii, 12; v. 43; vii. 36.
5. Ibid. , iv, lOff
. ,
34; viii, 31; ix. 28; vii. 17; x. 32ff.
6. Sas ^essiasgeheimnis in den Evangelien , according to Taylor,
op. cit .. p. 66.
7. Ibid., p. 63.
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Kingdom" is attested by Lightfoot suggests that we may be
here encountering an attempt similar to that of Paul in Romans
9 to 11, an effort, to explain why the majority of Jews had not
2
been won over to Christianity; this seems a not unlikely pos-
sibility* In Mark iv. 37 to 41 we find an accoimt showing two
tendencies of Mark: (l) that of attributing to Jesus miraculous
powers extending even over the weather , and (2) that
of combining an exalted with a human view of this Son of God*
The latter tendency is evidenced in the interpretation he al-
lows in iv* 41, for, as Branscomb says, this is surely "a moral
couched in terms of the developed faith of the Chxirch rather
3
than of the days of the Galilean ministry..." In v* 7 we
come to what H* D. A* Major calls the second stage of the rev-
elation of the Messiah, an advance over the initial intimation
4
found in the account of the baptism* Major says that even to-
day there persists commonly in the East the belief that the
5
insane are inspired* Jesus* rejection at Nazareth, vi* 1 to
6a, is a case similar to that of the remonstrations of his
0friends, though a stronger case could be made here than in
iii* 20 to 21 for looking upon the accotint as a presentation
Op* Pit *, vol* 2, p* 193*
2* Op* cit *
.
pp* 74-76*
3* Op* Pit *, p* 88*
4* Reminiscences of Jesus by an Eye-Witness
, pp* 17-23*
5* > P* 22*
6* Cf« p. 49, thesis*
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of Jesus as the misunderstood Messiah. In vi. 52 we have a
frank recognition of the inadequacy of the disciples.
After his mounting popularity had led to fiercer opposi-
I tlon and great misunderstanding of his mission, Jesus is por-
trayed in vll. 24 to lx. 30 as withdrawing for a while to the
north. In vlii. 14 to 21 we find the disciples again dealt
with fearlessly. In vlii. 27 to 33 we find an exceeding
frankness in discussing the originator of the Petrine tradition,
a candor which seems to fit the humble disciple Peter had
become. Lightfoot flnds^ in vlii. 22 to 26 a doctrinal paral-
lel to vlii. 27 to 30, but it is doubtful whether to plan and
execute such a subtle scheme would have occurred to Mark.
This awakening of the disciples to the character of their
leader and the explanation which he gives them of the kind of
life to which he dedicates himself and calls them form a turn-
ing point in the Gospel narrative. Major calls these the t]iird
2
and fourth stages in the reTelatlon of the Messiah. Whatever
the form in which the account of the transfiguration, ix. 2 to
8, may have come down in tradition to Mark, it is a monumental
example of his acceptance and wondrous portrayal of the divin-
i
Ity of Jesus. A focal point in the Master’s ministry, it is
a manifestation of God's approval and blessing strikingly
1. Op. clt .. pp. 90-91.
2. Op. cit .. pp, 23-28.
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reminiscent of the baptismal revelation.
In ix. 30 to X. 52 we find Jesus with his face set toward
Jerusalem. On the way south he teaches and warns his disci-
ples, ix. 30 to 50 and x. 29 to 45, of the self-denying nature
of his mission and their discipleship. The acco-unt shows move-
2
ment and a sense of clarified determination. These solemn
instructions are termed by Major the fifth phase of the revela-
3tion of the Messiah. in view of the disciples* later conduct,
Branscomb finds, despite Mark ix. 32, that Jesus* threefold
explanation could not have been so detailed as Mark relates
4
iU.
The action of the narrative now focusses upon Jerusalem
and remains there throughout the rest of the Gospel. The one
week in Jerusalem occupies more than a third of the whole
5
narrative. The facts are presented with such "austerity and
simplicity," says Scott, that some students have suspected them
of being theological or ritualistic; but this fact rather
points, he says, to a sincere effort on the part of the writer
6 7to present the facte just as he knew them. Grant observes
that Matthew and Luke respect Mark*s order more in this section,
1. Branscomb, op. cit .
,
p. 161; Ropes, op. cit . , p. 23.
3.
Mark x. 32.
3. 0p» Pit .
. pp. 28-29.
4. Op. cit .
.
pp. 167-168.






7. Op. cit .. p. 104.
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and he explains that its tradition was more definitely fixed.
As we look at the account we are struck with the humanness and
detail of its presentation, particularly in the controversies
with Jewish authorities. The thirteenth chapter has already
been discussed as a problem in sources. Why did Mark use it?
If we recall the supernatural developments with which he has
in part associated Jesus* divinity, we conclude that the writer
thought this passage not inappropriate. We must also recognize
that there would be the consciously or unconsciously operating
need to encourage contemporary apolalyptic hopes. Mark xiv.
12 to 42 portrays the Son of Man as having fellowship with men
and with God, ready to sacrifice his life it that be his neces-
sary role. Few more beautiful passages have ever been written
than xiv. 32 to 42; it is here that Mark presents doubtless
his supreme picture of Jesus as both human and divine. What
reader could help but stir responsively? The writer* s art at:
painting pictures is admirably illustrated by the contrasting
scene swiftly introduced in xiv. 43ff. Mark xiv. 51 to 52,
a single tradition, has most often been interpreted to refer
to the writer himself. If this is so, then it would natural,
1
as suggested by B. Weiss, for him to be the son of the Mary
2in whose house the disciples met, and Mark may then have
written the Passion Narrative as an eye-witness who had
1* 0p« cit ., vol. 2, pp. 260-261.
2. Acts xii, 12.
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supplemented his acco\ant with other sources. Major calls Mark
xiv. 61, 62 the sixth and final stage of the revelation of the
Messiah.^ In xiv. 66 to 72 we find the greatest exposure of
the failure of any apostle. The account, xv, 1 to 15, of the
trial before Pilate and the crucifixion story, xv, 22 to 37,
are told simply and vividly. The centurion’s brief but high
evaluation, xv* 39, might also be said to be Mark’s, It is
quite apparent, however, that the women who came to the tomb
Easter Morning, xvi, 1 to 8, did not expect a resurrection.
It is almost universally recognized that the genuine
Markan narrative ends with xvi, 8. Although there is a wealth
of reference-material available on the various endings which
have been appended to the incomplete narrative, such a discus-
sion lies beyond the scope and function of this paper. The
present ending does not appear in the oldest Greek, Armenian,
2
and Syriac versions, and we accordingly leave it out of our
consideration. The suggestion that Mark has scattered the
resurrection appearances throughout the Gospel as apparitions,
is not commonly taken seriously, Goodspeed has suggested that
with some amplification, the original ending of Mark has been
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speculated that the elements of Mark*s ending may have been
maintained in the Gk)spel of John and in the apocryphal Gospel
of Peter* ^ Until these hypotheses gain wider acceptance, how-
ever, it remains general practice to restrict Markan reses^rch
to the Second Gospel.
As we have discussed the character of various passages
of the book we have had intimations here and there of the
Evangelist *s aim. Let us now in conclusion sum up observations
which we may make concerning the writer’s purpose.
1. Op. cit . « pp. 351-360.
vxm D^U'rsU lo 3i'frsis!©X‘j erl^ &Bd& bei’jGli/oaqe
X&q80t) X>^nqx'E0^<7^» rrX inie iidcl lo XjqBol at ba^atB&at^m
X
-voii ^ooitri’o TPo/5 ^©rXi' ©aoil^ XJ:;tnU .io^o*I lo
ifO!DjoBo'x oj ooX^oiiiq iBionoj enli'^ioT: <tx ^oiove
.i^qaov bncOiiE' exit ot
aa^oosq aj/c'XzjjiV lo ijJ-OBxrrfo ©dt heeaLosXXj 9 VJBd dr aA
oil^ to oxoiii' brto oiorC ajaqtXomti'al bad avxsrf aw iooa ©ilj- to
axioX^xjvieacfo qir ruro noleirXonoo /Ji \fon at; d-oJ ,oiB a ’ taXX9£flOBvaf
^aaor.Tnjq a»T£dXT^ axid" ;5}rtXfi'r€)orroo oiteti Tf^uE ar tioXn'w
CONCLUSION: MARK'S PURPOSES
In concluding our investigation we inquire what we may
infer from o\ir study to have been the aim of our Evangelist;
we should rather say aims, for it seems reasonable that he was
led to write, not by one motivation alone, but by a combination
of desires. The complex operation of these forces upon the
material may be said to determine the manner of its presenta-
tion.
A. Writing for a Contemporary Christian Community:
We note first from the color, the details and explanations
given, and the general manner that Mark was writing, not for
posterity, but rather for the men of his day,^ Specifically,
he was addressing Christians who already had faith in Christi-
anity and a fajuiliarity with its teachings and requirements
of conduct.^ Mark aimed to bring this group Information and
assurance, sketching scenes of Jesus' prophetic utterances,
and explaining ensuing divisions among Jews and the slow pro-
gress of Christianity.^ In the generation following Jesus'
ministry, Mark sought to help men comprehend why the Master
had been so misunderstood.^ The problem was not so much that
1. Branscomb, op. cit .
.




2. Bacon, op. oit .. pp. 252-253; Branscomb, op. cit .. p. xviii.
3. Jftlicher, op. cit .. pp. 326-327.
4. Lake, op. clt .. p. 38.
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bn« iTOX^3»xotnl nuox® alili yrixcf bemtA txoH ^.toi/broo lo
\ 9ooaujottL Olt9tiqoxq ’ai«aL Jq asnooa ^nlftoioia ^soaaxijoaa
-oxq wolB adJ bnn awab ^noma anoisivib aaXriar/a ^nX.'iialqxe baa
*8if«©l* salwoXIol iioXtaxanes adt nl ^ .xttaaJLtatinO to aaaxs
xsiaai! adt yriw bnedaxomoo rrsfi tied ot ttfyuca Arak ,i{x^j>iniio
tadt xfOLTB 03 ton ww aaXdoxr oriT ’ .boctaxebntrata oa noaCT bad
-fXXTX .ar . , t io .go ^noanXXwnH ;xii: .q
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of proving Jesus* Messiahship to enthusiastic believers as it
was that of explaining how his career could end in a criminal's
1
death. The break with Judaism is a recurring theme in the
2
Second Gtospel; but we should not conclude simply because this
presentation of controversies was aimed at religious instruc-
3
tion that it was not historically grounded, for we know that
the way to the Cross must have been paved in some such develop-
ment, Some students have found in the writing evidence of an
effort to meet those who were troubled in their expectation of
4
a prompt Second Coming of Jesus, The writer sought to strength|f
5
en faith in Christ. We may say, then, in brief, that the firsf
purpose with which Mark wrote was to meet the needs of Christ-
ians of his day for a better source of information about and
understanding of Jesus,
B. Presenting the Self-Sacrificing Son of God;
The Second Gospel is, we have observed, obviously not a
6
biography; it is "missionary literature," in the best sense,
7
tracing the origin of the "good news," Bulcock, viewing the
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1 But this charge rests upon agreatest features of Jesus.
misconception of the nature of the vomiting, for viewed accord-
ing to its intent, the Gospel succeeds admirably in bringing
us an exalted picture of Jesus as the Son of God, or as he is
also frequently referred to, the Son of Man. The Son of God
]
I
is presented in a pattern to which mere men cannot hope to
2
attain. Jesus is pictured as a Messiah who would return on
3
the clouds. In fairness to Mark, however, it should be said
that the character and teaching of Jesus are really the center-
t
' point of the foil of the supernatural manifestations of mirac-
4
ulous power. In the presentation of events it is often noted
that we are not given adequate explanation of Jesus* motives,^
but this should occasion no surprise if we recall that the
whole-hearted devotion of disciples would leave them without
6
a feeling of such a need. To sum up, we see Jesus as one of
7
authority.
Yet in contrast and combination with this portrayal of
authority is the Servant doctrine which the Gospel presupposes.^*
This conception is infinitely higher than that of a Son of
David, and is one that can- be taken to the whole, wide
1. Religion and Its New Testament •Expression
, pp. 123-125,
according to Ropes, op. clt.. dp. 6-7.
2. J. Weiss, op. cit .. vol. 2, p, 701.
3. Lake, op. cit .. p. 38.
4. Bergh van Eysinga, op. clt .. p. 52.
5. Scott, The Llteratiire of the New Testament
, p. 62.
6. Stanton, op. cit .. vol. 2, pp. 197-I98 .
7. Allen, OP. Pit ., p. 476b.
8. Bacon, op. clt .. pp. 257-258 ; TayLor, op. cit .. p. 63.
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world*^ The presentation we have here has been called a mar-
2
tyrology, but a better understanding of the choice and victory
involved is found when we speak of Mark*s doctrine as the "Doc-
trine of the Cross. "It seems clear that the Second Gtospel
is not intended as a biography of Jesus, but as a portrayal of
4
the meaning and the power of his self-sacrificing ministry. “
0.
Presenting a True Record :
We have indicated that Mark had no intention of writing
a document for all men in all ages. He does not give his own
5
name, state his sources, or indicate that he had been present.
He was hardly conscious of the importance of his work, and
would not necessarily have thought of himself as doing other
than helping to carry on the tradition about Jesus.”
When we consider this lack of realization of the strategic
importance of his work, we gain an especially high regard for
Mark *8 effort to produce a record faithful to the facts as he
knew them. The use of then obsolete names is a most obvious
example of this. The word "Jesus" had largely been supplsinted
in the generation of the writing of the Gtospel by the term
1. McNeile, op. cit ., pp. 13-14.
2. Donald W. Riddle, "The Martyr Motif in the Gospel of Mark,"
Journal of Religion ^ July, 1984, pp. 397-410.
3. Burkitt, op. oit .. p. 53.
4. Ernest W. Burch, "Tragic Action in the Second Gospel,"
Journal of Religion
. July, 1931, p. 358.
5. J. Weiss, op. Pit ., vol. 2, p. 689.
6. Martin Dlbelius, A Fresh Approach to the New Testament
, pp.




"Ohiist;” likewise, "Son of Man," a phrase used often in the
Second Gospel, had fallen into relative disuse.^ We have also
noted in our analysis of the character of the Gospel a number
of occasions upon which the failings of the disciples are
related with real candor. It has been suggested that this
2
effect is over-drawn to the credit of Jesus, yet it has also
3been looked upon as present only to a reasonable extents and
decidedly to the credit of Mark. Similarly, we found admis-
sions of seeming failure on the part of Jesus at home and with
some of his friends.
We may say, then, that a third purpose which Mark had in
mind in writing our Gospel was that of reproducing as reliable
a record as possible.
D. Effecting a Synthesis of Purposes ;
We have observed three cardinal purposes which Mark fol-
lowed, writing (1) to meet the need of contemporary ChristieuiB
for information and assurance, (2) to present Jesus as Son of
God with authority, yet self-sacrificing, and (3) to record
faithfully the facts as he knew them.
Is a satisfactory synthesis of these motives possible?
Rather, is not a similar confluence of factors present in all
1. Dods, op, cit ,. p. 200.
2. Bacon, op. cit ,. pp, 259-260.
3« Bods, op, cit .. p, 201.
exit xx.t netfto jbeair ea^iaq jq '',njnM lo aoS^ ,eajt*rei,tl
oals avan aW evid‘aXoi o&ni naXIjjl 5j.wcC ^XoqeoD fcnooaS
•i3 (jrj/iT J5 XaqcoiD ©dd- io lotcwjxsilo odi’ lo aXa^iccws tcx/o nX barton
aelqtoBXb adX lo asxtXXiJeX odt tiohivr noqx/ axioiajaooo
aXi X fteacf aed XI .Tcboeo loot dd-Xw baX<«X©T
<»
obXjs Qjari d'X XsY ^,aiiae'l, lo fjtjb^rto od^ iWJiXi^icsro aX
2
bas d-n®ia:a ald^uic-B^oi 3 oJ Tfliro icieaaiq aiJ nocx/ baaiooXfieacf
-aXrbj3 bitLfOl aw tXXxsXbnXB lo tXbo^o ©rfd’ 03“ vXbefcXoob
d3X^ bas funcd J^e ai;a&I» lo 3-roc no aix/XXol BdXmaoQ lo anoXo
• Qbaotx\ eXd lo oiBoa
nX bad dToli doXdw ©aocnxar bttdt a Xfld^ ^nf)ri3^
oXo'oXXot: ao ^aXoidoicoi lo todt otvr XaqaoO iiro jjnX^Xrtw nX brrtii:





-Xol tovM doXilv aaaoqTXTq XacXbxso eo^dX oovryado ivied oW
anftXXaX*i.dO b&en nc^ oX (X) ^nXXXxw ^ba\?o£
lo floB 03 etfOoL SithBnxq oX (S) ,©oaaTX/aaa bao noIXpjcxolixi lol
bnoo^T oX (£) b*.c ,gnXoX'T.Xio.‘’a-j.XdB Xex dXXw LoO
.awdX voaii sri no aXaol «alX
feXdieeoc eavXXoai eaadX lo aXe^dX/r^a T?c^3J8‘^«XXoa xs el
XIju nX Xaoaaxq aioXa'il lo ooor jXlnoo x/^Xicia 3 ton aX ,xedXBH
.Oia .q . .'^ lo . no tUboG .X
,0 S-OGS .qci ,*^70 «tT0 jaoofifl *S
.XOS ,q .Tffo ,8Xoa
writings? Do we not imiversally find ourselves faced with
what we call the "practical situation," influenced by our own
interpretation, and conscious of some responsibility for fi-
delity? These three elements must enter in: they are inevit-
able*
To some extent all our assertions are subjective* As
Oliver Wendell Holmes put it: "Smith gives you the Smithate
of truth; Brown gives you the Brownate* Yet that does not
render impossible all objectivity. Nor does a devotional
motive necessarily rob a document of historicity, if to that
o
impulse there is added the desire to record faithfully*
We may safely and properly conclude, then, that, fusing
the three purposes we have discerned, Mark was both a reporter
and an interpreter.
The contrast of information and interpretation, or
history and theology, is really a false antithesis* It
has meaning only in terms of relative importance* All
history is really interpretation. By selection, empha-
sis, and explanation the bare events of time are given
unity and meaning. 3
If critics were to press the point and demand that we choose
between the two classifications, we should favor that of the
reporter, for the Gospel contains material on too many points
1* Quoted in ibid *
.
p. 196*
2. Menzies, op* olt *
.
pp* 5-19.
3. Bransoomb, op* clt *. pp* xxi-xzil*
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I
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readily to be reduced to some simple bias, and we are not
certain that the doctrine presented in the Gospel must neces-
sarily have been Meirk*8,^
It is in the light, then, of these three purposes and
their interaction that we judge Mark: he did not abide by
automaton-like objectivity, but he had as one of his chief
aims that of being a faithful reporter*
No history worth reading has ever been written
without some object, other than the mere narra-
tion of facts* The writer is in sympathy with
a country or a cause or a form of government,
and wishes to magnify or defend it* That Mark
writes his Gospel in the interest of the Christ-
ian movement must be granted; but there is noth-
ing to indicate that his work is in any sense
controversial* ..* His so-called theology, in
fact, is nothing more than that fervent belief
in Jesus which he shared with all Christlane*
Since he undoubtedly wrote with this reli-
gious bias, he may not have produced a history
which was strictly judicial and accurate; but
he cannot be accused of any willf\il distortion
of the facts: No one. Indeed, can read his
Gospel without a feeling of his perfect candor




2* Scott, The Literature of the New Testament * pp. 63-64*.
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••••a^TdO odt tc to adi* ni XooaoO axu eed-ixf/
-.I’toK fX }Xe^'t tud ;i!)Btii*'q, t»d fejjiq drtoa.Bvo.^ oat
oanoe tXbJ r:' al rlTOfr fcXii ixdd- ©cJ-jsoiJbfii
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This is a study of the purpose with which Mark
wrote o\ir Second Grospel. Following upon an introduction
to the problem in courses in the Synoptic Gospels at Bos-
ton University, research has been carried on in five li-
braries in that city. At the outset of this paper a
swift survey has been made of the testimonies of Early
Church writers and of pertinent Markan research of the
past century.
The first clear-cut quotation from the Gospel of
Mark appeared in the first half of the second century in
the Shepherd of Hermas . In the middle of the same cen-
tury came the famous testimony of Papias, who said that
John the Presbyter had identified Mark as a follower of
Peter, euid that John had associated the origin of the
Gospel with that relationship. In the succeeding cen-
turies there followed many testimonies, the most notable
of which were that of Irenaeus, who dated the writing of
the Gospel after the deaths of Peter and Paul, and the
statements of Clement of Alexandria and Eusebius, who
contended for an origin during the lifetime of Peter.
Augustine well expressed the church’s lack of recogni-
tion of the priority of Mark and the resulting lack of
TCiaOIG
rioirfTf rfjjtw eeoqimi lo JC ai qMT
noJt,' iiubo'xt:^! sub a^qq gjrJfcwoXXo'* .If»c aqO haco^S ruo siorvi
-aoG ija ol-jqaoO oii-qotiYB 9ri;^ ni 8oa*rjoo rfX uieX<iO'rq erfi" ot
ovXi iU JO botxijao jeecf a/irf rf jxsoaa':: ,Y^XBtt«vtaU noi-
/5 T?qA)q aiat lo i-^aJ-qc- ox£i- <,vtio ai
'fo af'Xnont. etiJ” aifJ- 'to iibjuci nocJtf. 4Wi
?iii' lo rfoi^aaoi iUJjj'XisH Xo hiw axotXtq iloit/rfO
'io Xa^BoO ail^“ tao'il: uoXlis^oirp ivo-zst^Lo •fszt’i eifT
fii :>aoce8 lo TtXj3il tv.iJt^ oif;i nt bdx^jqqsi XxjM
*-m?o ocji'j fitif io #Xbi>Xff. al .9.»>fitc?n ^>Textci?ifg arft
Lti'^ Oiirf ^r* ,1qfA .'io arit 9smo
•
‘to 29vroIIc‘i B OJB hBil 9tdi jriot
I
9dw io fiXiiXxo f>dt be4-Bioo«ar bad n»1oL iadt baa
-a:'0 i:nXbof)OOiro rri .q Irisjoi^BX^x 4-J5ri^ d^Xir XoqeoO
^Idatoa ifKor sdi
,
af^XiiomXXat# Xtum boroXXol ax^nj 9oi2i/i-
“to >!ntJXT» jdf batsb Kjf'n ^auoBAOXl “io tf^dt 9Z9ff doXriw lo
hfLB ^SjJiA biu\ xp.t^A Ic axI^BOo odi- xcii'ljs Xsqaox) edt
cast ^9rtdc‘au7 bu^ RtxuisaxQlA Ic XaerasIO lo oynsicotB^a
4X3^0^ \c MBXtB-XX edX rrtjixo ci^ icl iS«l>fi.iXnoo
-Xf’^'-'0*T ^o do^X c’doHiiio ‘Jil^ booae'iq.xo IXaw o/rtTeo^A
to dOBX vqi^lL99X exit 'xre dxflii Ic vXixcX'xq "10 aolt
attention to this Gospel*
The nineteenth century saw an awakening of Markan
criticism. An earlier date for the book was accepted, and
great value came to be placed upon it as a key document.
The vast majority of scholars have placed the composition
of Mark in either the seventh or the eighth decade of the
first century A. D. The John Mark of the New Testament has
generally been thought to have been the author of the Gos-
pel bearing his name* Mark is commonly agreed to have had
access to the Petrine tradition as one of hif chief sources
of material. Quite a number of men see evidence of a sepa-
rate, apocalyptic source in chapter 13. More varied opinion
has been associated with the possibility that Mark also had
as sources oral tradition, Q, other documents, and small
\mits or cycles of tradition. Although a number have held
the Gospel to have been written originally in Aramaic, the
majority of students concur in affirming that its^ original
language was Greek. Possibilities of various editions of
the book have been the cause of complex and varied discus-
sions. Having laid this necessary foundation of background
and survey, we have proceeded into our specific branch of
the criticism and evaluation of the Second Gospel.
What is the nature of the content of this book? One
school of critics holds that it consists merely of a loosely
,X€)qaoC of aotfuctf^
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strung collection of unrelated units of material; another
group of men contends that it observes natural unity in the
presentation, and that the order of arrangement may be regarded
as reliable. We have indicated a reasonable, balanced position
which takes into account the truth in both of these sets of
contentions, seeing both chronological and topical, historical
and subjective, presentation of material.
In launching upon an analysis of the character of the
Gospel narrative, we have set up for ourselves the following
criterion: Taking into account all our knowledge of Jesus in
particular and all of our experience as a whole, we test each
passage about him by asking whether it fits coherently into
that knowledge and experience in a manner which leads us to
say that it so\inds like Jesus. Examination of selected pas-
sages throughout the Gospel has shown that the writer presents
a life of Jesus that can be understood, not as a biography,
but as a nevertheless informative work, that the writer attrib-
utes to Jesus divinity and miraculous power, and that touches
and material are present which indicate the writer’s fidelity
to facts.
/
We infer from our analysis that Mark acted out of response
to the combined operation of three main purposes: (l) to meet:
and
the needs of contemporary Christianity for information about /
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of GrOd, and (3) to preserve a faithful record of the facts
as he knew them. We thus see that in a sense Mark was both
a reporter and an interpreter.
To ask whether the Gospel is a theological or
historical work is thus to set up a false al-
ternative* It is both. But dogma and doctrine
seem plainly secondary with the evangelist to
telling the Christian story as it was known and
believed in the Churches of the Hellenistic world
a generation after Jesus* death. 1
1. Branscomb, op* cit *
,
p. xxii
9ii.t lo broo9z Ii/Wi-Jtjct £ evreaotzq (S) f)ru; lo
dtoii Bflw 2j!C£U €>8fi9a JB Hi 0c)3» Bsjdit eW .Bierii* vreni' sje
.Te^3^q:c©;^nl ci£ oob ^si'Toqei a
xo JjBcJ^oIOdxit d ai. XeqaoO xarfd-srf^ iToa oT
oaXa't jC qx/ ^oa exMJ ';J!: ixow laoixo^airi
©ailtooX) aiie ssr^ob t2s€ .'^tocT eJt i’l .evi,^£iTTo^
:
ot ^ii.^Io?'nii£vo 9dJ d^tvf ^ i£b:u oBa xltrirlq
Lae futotvf. tiJBW J-i aa yicd-a oejt^aii'txiO ^rtiXIet
Mxow oX^BXifcXIf R ©xfJ' to aaxioxi/'rfO sxlc^ nl .b^jvaflecf
I .rfJjBsfa *oi;a<9l. Tene ocili^Xr fc©s
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